
 
Welcome to the 2022-23 school year!  

  
    I am thrilled to welcome our students and staff back to school. We hope that
you were able to relax and make special memories with your friends and families
during the summer vacation. Now it is time to look forward to wonderful new
school year.
   We recognize that students may be feeling anxious with the start of a
new school year and we will continue to place a strong emphasis on social
emotional learning while focusing on building classroom community. We
are aware that we will need to address unfinished learning by using an
acceleration model to fill in gaps in knowledge. Instruction will be focused
on specialized skills and content needed to learn grade level materials
while providing the appropriate tools needed to grasp
 concepts.
   TIPS is such a special place to learn and grow. We are proud of our
beautiful school and have high expectations for each and every
student. Our students are kind, compassionate, and resilient. Together
with our dedicated staff, we strive to make connections with students
to help them feel valued, accepted, and safe. Our aims for “Forward
Thinking, Fostering Passions, Develop in Responsible Citizens, and
Preparing for Tomorrow’s Opportunities” will continue to guide our
mission to provide a rigorous and joyful inclusive school environment.
Our overarching goal is to encourage active student engagement to
foster a lifetime love for learning.
Wishing you all a wonderful learning year!

         Ms Ruchika Sharma
    Corporate PYP Coordinator
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Connect the DOTS WORKSHEETS
are helping children learn
letters and numbers. Developing
problem solving abilities,
engaging in learning as well as
improving their creative
thinking skill.



Parent Chronicles

“A little progress each day adds up to big results” to stand with this
quote my son Sidvik’s little progress gave a big result in academics and
other extracurricular activities as well. During the pandemic most of our
children faced disconnection between the school, peers and teachers.
Though they had online classes which gave them academic support, their
fun at school was lagging .Children learn the best and develop their skills
like communication skill , social skill etc., only at school where
parents,teachers and other learning community members work hand in
hand in the development of the child’s education.
After the reopen of the school my son was so excited to go to school. He
started his day by asking questions like “where is my uniform? Lunchbox”
Etc., He was so enthusiastic to learn new things and to meet his teachers
and friends at school. Every day he reflects what he has learnt in school.
Even though he is a single child he started being affectionate and caring
towards all family members and his peers which he learnt from his
teachers at school. As a parent I could witness a lot of positive changes in
the behaviour of my son. I am really happy and satisfied for making a
right decision by getting my son admitted in TIPS.

       Sanjana Murugesh
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P H O N I C SP H O N I C S

‘Learning to read is like learning to run, the more you
practices faster you become. Sophie Carter When it comes
to helping children with reading, phonics is one of the
most effective methods out there. As our young learners
new sounds and parts of words through reading in
phonics,they’ll become able to decode words that they
might not have encountered before. Being able to decode
words by reading phonics graphemes and identifying their
sounds is an important skill that will help children to gain
reading fluency. Here are our budding reading enthusiasts
matching each picture with it’s appropriate name.
using the vowel box.



Health And
Beyond

“Participants are winners than Winning or losing”
It is very important to participate in physical activities.
It gives a confident and positive approach to take a step
ahead .Every one runs towards winning but than winning
taking actions to win makes us stronger. Sometimes
losing also teach us to move forward, It gears them up to
face bigger challenges in life with clarity.



Budding
Influencer
A yoga every day for children is
good enough to improve their
inner peace. It helps them cope
better with the fast-paced
learning. Yoga for kindergarten
kids is a combination of deep
breathing, meditation, moral
teachings, and exercise.
The children practicing  various
asanas on the mark of Yoga day. 



‘A picnic is more than eating a meal, it
is a pleasurable state of mind.’

International Picnic Day is the
reminder that we must take some time
out from our routine to enjoy happy
times with our dear ones. It is
celebrated every year on 18 th of June.
This year our young explorers of KG 2
enjoyed their picnic in school along
with healthy snacks under the shade of
the tree and interesting games.

Potpourri
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Reach US
@

www.tipskovai.com

Follow us 

https://www.facebook.com/TIPScoimbatore
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7zYUgq35jyvho8y3KnDasg
https://www.instagram.com/tipscoimbatore/?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
http://www.tipskovai.com/

